
Improving Subject-Driven Image Synthesis with Subject-Agnostic Guidance
–Supplementary Material–

1. Experimental Settings
To train ELITE-SAG, we use a subset of the the WebLI [2]
dataset for training. We randomly select 70M data from
the master dataset. We further extract 1M data containing
dogs and cats with their face size greater than 128× 128 as
our domain-specific dataset. The remaining data is used as
our general-domain dataset. The dataset mixing ratio is 0.1.
In this work, the weak condition c0 is obtained simply by
replacing the special token with the class of the subject (e.g.,
“dog” or “cat”). We train our models with 8 TPUv4 chips
for 300,000 iterations. The learning rate is set to 10−4. The
method is implemented in JAX [1].

2. Additional Results for Textual Inversion
Additional results are shown in Fig. 1. With our SAG, Tex-
tual Inversion is able to produce results that are better align
with the text descriptions.

3. Additional Results for SuTI
We provide additional results for applying SAG on SuTI
in Fig. 2, without SAG, while identity is successfully pre-
served, the outputs often fail to capture the details specified
by the text prompts. In contrast, text alignment is much
better with SAG, without sacrificing identity.

4. Additional Results for DreamSuTI
As depicted in Fig. 3, given a SuTI fine-tuned on a given
style, our SAG leads to better style alignment while being
able to preserve subject identity.

5. Additional Comparison Using ELITE-SAG
We provide additional comparison with DreamBooth [4],
Textual Inversion [3], and ELITE [5]. As shown in Fig. 6
to Fig. 4, while existing works generally produce reason-
able results, they often experience content ignorance or in-
sufficient subject fidelity. This observation is especially
obvious in complicated prompts, where the model has to
comprehend complex relation between subjects. In con-
trast, ELITE-SAG achieves a balance between prompt con-
sistency and subject fidelity.
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Figure 1. More Results on Textual Inversion. With SAG, Textual Inversion is able to produce results that are better align with the text
descriptions.

Prompt w/o SAG w/ SAG Promptw/o SAG w/ SAG

anime, niji, manga, cartoon, 
Tokyo, woman, 90s style, flat 
colors, clouds, comic book, 
adventure pose, ghibli, 
miyazaki

w/o SAG w/ SAG

sci-fi, armor, futuristic, 
space, close up, young indian 
woman, glowing lights, 
intricate, elegant, highly 
detailed, digital painting, 
artstation, concept art, 
illustration

Face portrait by Paul 
Gauguin, post-impressionist, 
oil on canvas

Prompt w/o SAG Prompt w/o SAG w/ SAG

Oil painting portrait of a 
face, highly stylized, brush 
strokes, palette knife, in 
progress, minimalist, modern, 
exaggerated features, 
unusual colors

w/ SAG

An illustration of Gen Z 
teen, cool, edgy, hip, 
attractive, fashionable, genz, 
stylish, geometric shapes in 
background, vector art

Prompt w/o SAG Prompt w/o SAG w/ SAG

Kawaii cartoon of human 
figures, cool, edgy, hip, 
detailed faces, rosy cheeks, 
attractive, cute, pastel 
colors, fine lines.

w/ SAG

Figure 2. More Results on SuTI. Without SAG, while identity is successfully preserved, the outputs often fail to capture the details
specified by the text prompts. In contrast, text alignment is much better with SAG, without sacrificing identity. Reference images are not
provided to protect privacy.
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A doggy backpack in Marvel comic book style 

w/o SAG w/ SAG

A dog in 3D futuristic art style 

A grey sloth plushie in pencil sketch style 

References w/o SAG References w/o SAG w/ SAG

A corgi in silhouette art style 

w/ SAG

References

A shiny sneaker in digital line art style 

w/o SAG References w/o SAG w/ SAG

A wolf plushie in ink sketch style 

w/ SAG

Figure 3. More Results on DreamSuTI. Given a SuTI fine-tuned on a given style, our SAG leads to better style alignment while being
able to preserve subject identity.



S* on snow

S* in snowy night, in front of eiffel tower

S* in snowy night, in front of eiffel tower, Van Gogh starry night

S* in a forest

Reference Textual Inversion DreamBooth ELITE ELITE-SAG (ours)

S*, night sky, oil painting

Figure 4. More Comparison Using ELITE-SAG. While existing works generally produce reasonable results, they often experience
content ignorance or insufficient subject fidelity. This observation is especially obvious in complicated prompts, where the model has
to comprehend complex relation between subjects. In contrast, ELITE-SAG achieves a balance between prompt consistency and subject
fidelity.



S* playing football, Expressionism

S* sitting in a boat floating on an ocean, johannes vermeer 
style

S* on a mountain with a clear sky

S* wearing sunglasses

S* running at a beach under a big moon, watercolor painting

Reference Textual Inversion DreamBooth ELITE ELITE-SAG (ours)

Figure 5. More Comparison Using ELITE-SAG. While existing works generally produce reasonable results, they often experience
content ignorance or insufficient subject fidelity. This observation is especially obvious in complicated prompts, where the model has
to comprehend complex relation between subjects. In contrast, ELITE-SAG achieves a balance between prompt consistency and subject
fidelity.



S* with black color on the body

S*, Pablo Picasso Cubism style painting

S* with a hat, by a lake

S* in a snowy night, watercolor painting

S* reading a book, anime style

Reference Textual Inversion DreamBooth ELITE ELITE-SAG (ours)

Figure 6. More Comparison Using ELITE-SAG. While existing works generally produce reasonable results, they often experience
content ignorance or insufficient subject fidelity. This observation is especially obvious in complicated prompts, where the model has
to comprehend complex relation between subjects. In contrast, ELITE-SAG achieves a balance between prompt consistency and subject
fidelity.



Reference

Mona Lisa holding S*

S* in front of Mount 
Fuji

S* in the Versailles hall of mirrors

S* in the sand

S*, pencil sketch

Textual Inversion DreamBooth ELITE ELITE-SAG (ours)

Figure 7. More Comparison Using ELITE-SAG. While existing works generally produce reasonable results, they often experience
content ignorance or insufficient subject fidelity. This observation is especially obvious in complicated prompts, where the model has
to comprehend complex relation between subjects. In contrast, ELITE-SAG achieves a balance between prompt consistency and subject
fidelity.



S* on a yellow chair

S* in the drawing Girl with a Pearl Earring

A fat S*

S* sitting next to Big Ben, coloured Pencil sketch

S* playing snowboard, snowy night

Reference Textual Inversion DreamBooth ELITE ELITE-SAG (ours)

Figure 8. More Comparison Using ELITE-SAG. While existing works generally produce reasonable results, they often experience
content ignorance or insufficient subject fidelity. This observation is especially obvious in complicated prompts, where the model has
to comprehend complex relation between subjects. In contrast, ELITE-SAG achieves a balance between prompt consistency and subject
fidelity.


